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Abstract. The generation of an optimum planning problem and search for its 
solution are very complex regarding different business contexts. Generally, the 
problem is addressed by an optimization formulation and an optimizer is used 
to find a solution. This is a classical approach for the Operations Research (OR) 
community. However, business experts often need to express specific require-
ments and planning goals mathematically on a case by case basis. They also 
need to compute a planning result within various business constraints.  In this 
paper, we try to support these experts during this preliminary problem design 
phase using a model driven engineering framework. An OR model could be 
generated from the knowledge included in a business conceptual model. A 
model to model transformation is described to support this goal. The Traveling 
Salesman Problem is used as a simple case study that allows explanation of our 
model transformation rules. We implemented our approach in the ADOxx meta-
modelling Platform. 

Keywords: Planning problem, Conceptual modeling, Operations Research, 
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1 Introduction 

Currently, in our connected world, there is a very wide demand from many organi-
zations to regularly route and schedule people and goods. However, depending on the 
management culture of a given organization, planning will not be approached with the 
same spirit. A decision maker will certainly appreciate using a customized Human 
Machine Interface (HMI) in an efficient and comprehensive manner to obtain correct 
business-oriented knowledge to implement its own target planning needs. 

Knowing this context, under the assumption of varying demands and specificities 
of service deliveries of each organization, it is necessary to embrace a broad set of 
planning problems including a variety of mathematical formulations. An adapted 
mathematical formulation is a preliminary condition to call an optimizer with an em-



bedded mathematical modelling language (i.e. CPLEX, Gurobi, LocalSolver), that 
will compute a solution with respect to an objective function and a set of constraints. 
For sake of efficiency as well as agility, a decision maker will appreciate the use of a 
strong decision-making support system in the complex combination of business con-
straints with which he must operate. Furthermore, the intrinsic nature of the demands 
for planning within a special application area (i.e. healthcare management, supply 
chain management, cooperation management ), will tend to evolve considering the 
better control of system states obtained from the intensive use of information and 
communication facilities. This will lead to new pressure on decision makers as they 
face more complex situations and starve to more frequently formulate effective re-
sponses. It will pave the way to achieve business objectives while respecting the con-
straints inherent to the reality of an operational field that is ever changing. However, 
we think there is a lack of a strong decision support system which better captures 
knowledge using models about the system under study, whatever the specificity of the 
planning problem.  

Let us illustrate this, making reference to the traditional planning optimization pro-
cess that is often addressed as a mathematical problem in optimizing the planning of 
staff. The subject has been widely studied by the Operations Research (OR) commu-
nity. It is often titled in the literature under the heading VRP (Vehicle Routing Prob-
lem) [1]. The mathematical formulation is two part, either mono-criteria or multi-
criteria. In addition, the planning model can also be derived from a large number of 
variants depending on the different business constraints to be satisfied (i.e. means of 
transportation, geographical features, user preferences). As an illustration, a rise of 
activity on the operational field will inevitably reveal new characteristics to be taken 
into account and enforce a revision of the problem to be addressed. Facing this diver-
sity in terms of operational planning model, the decision maker in the organization is 
not always able to react and change the model expeditiously. Decision makers do not 
necessarily have the expertise to consider the best or impact of the revised planning 
model. They are, however, business experts with sufficient knowledge to master busi-
ness-oriented processes and content in order to apply them in the required business 
application. So, we must master a transition from their knowledge and business exper-
tise to an ability to perform planning generations. We translate this need into a ra-
tionale of interactions between a real business-oriented model on the one hand, and 
the OR decision-making support model on the other. To do so, we use the best  avail-
able knowledge management methods as part of a model driven engineering (MDE) 
approach. Our research aims to build a decision support system platform for helping 
these businessmen make ad-hoc planning decisions individually. 

In this paper, based on a very simplified VRP problem, the Travelling Salesman 
Problem (TSP) [2], we show how the whole model transformations are put into prac-
tice following a three step generation process. i) Two models are considered at the 
two parts of the transformation. A given business-oriented conceptual model is a start-
ing point, the source of transformation into a graph-based OR model that is a target. 
The knowledge transformation has been performed within the ADOxx meta-modeling 
platform developed by the OMILAB community [3]. ii) The graph-based OR model 
will provide the basis to parameterize a mathematical model predefined in the opti-
mizer CPLEX. iii) CPLEX will compute the TSP result.   

The following sections are divided into 6 parts. The overview of our approach is il-
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the industry, interoperability problems linked to collaboration network configurations 
have been largely addressed. For example, we cite the mediation information system 
engineering (MISE) approach based on MDE to design a mediation information sys-
tem (MIS), with the aim of improving interoperability in emerging collaborative sit-
uations [13]. Before achieving this goal, the design of the collaboration network could 
also be based on MDE using added knowledge given by use of ontologies [14]. Fac-
ing the improvement of the cooperation capabilities, model-to-model mapping is ap-
plied to detect the meanings and relations between different core business enterprise 
models automatically [8]. For another applicative domain such as healthcare system, a 
prototype based on MDE is introduced for realizing the mobile device interface code 
generation from the visual care plan modeling [15]. In regard to our work, some ap-
proaches are presented to perform the graph transformation though a simple visual 
model [16]. However, we have not found related research referring to the application 
of MDE for model transformation between a business context model and graph-OR 
model. 

As mentioned above, the main ingredient for supporting model transformation is 
Model Transformation Language (MTL). ATL is largely used in the related research 
works [17]. Furthermore, the recent research of Burgueño, L et al. shows a survey 
about the MTL in practice [18], as well as the current and future state of MTL against 
the evolution of artificial intelligence. One objective of our work is to describe the 
transformation process from BCM to GORM. We will do it not only in the backend of 
our support system, as a black box, but also in the frontend as an HMI facility during 
our experiment in order to display our source and target model during operation. For 
fulfilling these two goals, we implement our framework through ADOxx platform 
embedded in an MTL named AdoScript, which is largely used to build a Proof of 
Concept (PoC) in OMILAB community [3].  

4 Meta-Models specification 

4.1 Meta-Model: BCMM 

The knowledge (business objects and their relationships) conveyed by TSP must be 
based on a meta-model whose content will set requirements for structuring data. The 
main concepts of a TSP consist of: 

• Salesman: the person who will execute the city tour, characterized by her/his
name.

• City: the town entity visited by the salesman, characterized by an identifier (id) .
• Travelling: the routing itinerary between each pair of cities, characterized by dis-

tance length in kilometers. The distance of a two-way journey for a pair of cities
might be different.

In terms of business constraints (BuConst), the constraint concept must guarantee
that the salesman visits each city only once and finishes the tour in the starting city 
(the journey is a cycle). An enumeration list characterizes this concept within the 
“type” attribute, which includes the three types of constraints assimilated to options: 



• Each city reached from exactly one other city by the salesman.
• From each city, there is only a departure to another city.
• There is only one tour covering all the cities to be visited.

Finally, the Goal concept is introduced to specify our objective function, the min-
imization of the salesman’s total routing distance during the chosen visits. It is also 
explained by a “type” attribute. Fig. 3 illustrates the BCMM, the goal is to provide the 
user with a platform for collecting the necessary data in a user-friendly way, though 
conceptual knowledge modeling covering all dimensions of the TSP. 

4.2 Meta-Model: GORMM 

In OR, TSP is regarded as a typical combinatorial optimization problem in NP-
optimization. This problem has always been represented using a directed-graph, with 
the form  𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) where 𝑉 is the set of nodes and 𝐸 is the set of edges [6]. Moreo-
ver, as the meta-model for the graph structure has yet to be addressed by Enríquez et 
al. [19], we extend this proposal to fit our problem. The explicit concepts in our 
GORMM are the followings : 

• CityNode: the city node inherited the meta-class Node that makes up a graph. A
graph can contain zero or more city nodes, and a city node is part of a graph.
CityNode characterized by name and identifier (id).

• RoutingEdge: the routing edge inherited the meta-class Edge of a graph. A graph
can contain zero or more routing edges and a routing edge is part of a graph. Two
types of edge exist: income or outcome edge in respect of each city node, due to
the intrinsic directed-graph structure. A RoutingEdge is characterized by its name,
start node id (i.e. 3), end node id (i.e. 1), start-end tuple (i.e. <3,1>) and edge
length associated to a distance in a given unit (i.e. 8). The start-end tuple attribute
must fit with the required input in the CPLEX environment.

• CityNodeSet: the set of city nodes in a graph. This is the key concept in the com-
binatorial optimization, because the decision variable will be formally designated
in the field of concept attributes, which will be defined in accordance with the con-
straint or objective functions. The set of nodes is a class whose attributes will be-
come parameters (as opposed to variables) of the mathematical model afterwards
(i.e. number of cities). The CityNodeSet is characterized by its name, and conse-
quently by the total number of city node.

• RoutingEdgeSet: the set of routing edges in a graph. Similar rules are applied to
this concept as for the CityNodeSet, including the decision variables definition and
parameters integration. The RoutingEdgeSet is characterized by its name, the total
edge tuples and the distance matrix.

Besides these mains graph-oriented concepts, we have to indicate the content of the
constraints (Const) and the Objective Function (OF) in our GORMM. Meanwhile 
these contents are related to the decision variable gathered in one of the two “Set” 
mentioned before. For example, the constraint named “No subtour” is linked to the 
binary decision variable named “dvarNoSubTour” built in CityNodeSet concept. 
Table 1 is an overview about the relevant mechanisms to set the stage of the TSP.  



Fig. 3 illustrates the GORMM. The goal of this meta-model is to represent the 
graph-oriented knowledge in 3 aspects: 

• Visualization of the structuring graph-oriented knowledge.
• Generation of the input data for our mathematical IBM CPLEX optimizer.
• Definition of the decision variable based on the constraint content.

Table 1. overview about the constraints’ content and the related decision variable under TSP 

Constraint 
content 

Constraint explication in 
business context Decision variable type Decision variable 

nomination 
Flow in Each city is arrived at from exactly 

one other city Boolean dvarAssignmennt 
Flow out From each city there is a departure 

to exactly one other city 

No subtour Only one tour covering all the cities 
to be visited covering all cities Positive integer dvarNoSubTour 

Fig. 3. Illustration of BCMM and GORMM 

5 Implementation 

In this section, we introduce the methodology for processing the Model to Model 
transformation from BCM (source model) to GORM (target model).  

The translation from one model to the other is divided into two main parts: class 
(concept) mapping and attribute mapping, which are performed simultaneously. The 
transformation process operates progressively and can be described in 4 steps. Fig. 4 
shows what happens at the model level on both sides subject to inference of the class 
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Table 2. Mapping rules between BCMM and GORMM 

Source Mapping rules base on AdoScript Target 
Concept Attribute Attribute Concept 

City idOfCity 

For srObj in srObjs { 
CC “Core” getClass (City) 
CC “Core” getAttribut (srObj)of(City) 
SET aVal = “idOfCity” (srObj)of(City) 
CC “Core” getClass (CityNode) 
CC “Core” createObj (tarObj=srObj)of(CityNode)  
CC “Core” set(aVal)in“id” (tarObj)of(CityNode) } 

id CityNode 

City idOfCity 

For srObj in srObjs { 
SET conns = getConnecctors(srObj)of(City) 
SET aValStart = “idOfCity” (srObj)of(City) 

For conn in conns { 
CC “Core” getAttribut (conn)of(Travelling) 
SET aValDist= “distance” (conn)of(Travelling) 
SET srEndP = getEndPoint(conn) 
CC “Core” getAttribut (srEndP)of(City) 
SET aValEnd = “idOfCity” (srEndP)of(City) 
CC “Core” getClass (RoutingEdge) 
CC “Core” createObj (rTarObj)of(RoutingEdge) 
CC “Core” createConnector 
  From (tarObj= srObj) To (rTarObj) 
CC “Core” createConnector 
  From (rTarObj) To (tarEndP =srEndP) 
CC “Core” set(aValStart)in“startNodeId” 

(rTarObj)of(RoutingEdge)  
CC “Core” set(aValEnd)in“endNodeId” 

(rTarObj)of(RoutingEdge)  
CC “Core” set(<aValStart ,aValEnd>)in“startEndTuple” 

(rTarObj)of(RoutingEdge)  
CC “Core” set(aValDist)in“edgeLength” 

(rTarObj)of(RoutingEdge) }} 

startNodeId 

RoutingEdge 

endNodeId 

startEndTuple 

Travelling distance edgeLength 

BuConst type 

For srObj in srObjs { 
CC “Core” getClass (BuConst) 
CC “Core” getAttribut (srObj)of(BuConst) 
SET aValConst = “type” (srObj)of(BuConst) 
CC “Core” getClass (Goal) 
CC “Core” getAttribut (srObj)of(Goal) 
SET aValGoal = “type” (srObj)of(Goal) 
CC “Core” getClass (Const) 
CC “Core” createObj (tarObj=srObj)of(Const)  
CC “Core” set(aValConst)in“name” (tarObj)of(Const) 
CC “Core” getClass (OF) 
CC “Core” createObj (tarObj=srObj)of(OF)  
CC “Core” set(aValGoal)in“name” (tarObj)of(OF)  } 

name Const 

Goal type name OF 

CC “Core” getClass (CityNode) 
CC “Core” getAllObjs(tarObjs)of(CityNode) 
SET aNum = countTheNumber.(tarObjs)of(CityNode) 
CC “Core” createObj(tarObj)of(CityNodeSet) 
CC “Core” set(aNum)in“numOfCityNode” 

(tarObj)of(CityNodeSet)  

numOfCityNode CityNodeSet 

CC “Core” getClass (RoutingEdge) 
CC “Core” getAllObjs(tarObjs)of(RoutingEdge) 
SET aEdgeTuple = append.“startEndTuple” 

(tarObjs)of(RoutingEdge) 
SET aDistMat = append.“edgeLength” (tarObjs)of(RoutingEdge) 
CC “Core” createObj(tarObj)of(RoutingEdgeSet) 
CC “Core” set(aEdgeTuple)in“edgeTuple” 

(tarObj)of(RoutingEdgeSet) 
CC “Core” set(aDistMat)in“distanceMatrix” 

(tarObj)of(RoutingEdgeSet) 

edgeTuple 

Rout-
ingEdgeSet 

distanceMatrix 

5.1 Application in IBM CPLEX for TSP result generation 

Once the GORM is generated by applying the explicit rules enumerated in Table 2, 
this GORM provides an architecture that allows us to manipulate a predefined math-
ematic formulation in the CPLEX environment, adapted to the TSP being addressed. 
A CPLEX oriented mathematical model is composed of two parts :  model (.mod) and 



data (.dat). The model component is embedded a modeling language Optimization 
Programming Language (OPL) [20] that allows to compute linear (or quadratic) pro-
grams, through an expression closed to the mathematical formulation among the liter-
ature of OR community. OPL is promoting well-defined syntaxes and operators with-
in CPLEX environment, to express the combinatorial optimization problem (i.e. TSP 
in our case) mathematically by specifying relevant data (parameter and decision vari-
able), equation constraints and OF, and then applying an exact algorithm (i.e. branch 
and bound [21]) to resolve such a complex problem . The data component is aimed to 
provide the initial values to the structuring parameters which are defined in the model 
component.  

Having in mind this architecture of the CPLEX math model, the GORM serves as a 
source for a new translation going to the TSP expression into a mathematical optimi-
zation model. Fig. 5 shows the overview of the roadmap concerning the application of 
GORM in CPLEX model. With respect to this figure, the GORM is processing the 
following knowledge : 

1. Indication of decision variable. The attribute with prefix “dvar” of “set” object in
GORM indicates the needed decision variables in respect of TSP.

2. Indication of data declaration. Some objects’ attributes in GORM can be consid-
ered as a pointer, in order to identify the type’s declaration of relative data in
CPLEX math model.

3. Input data generation. After declaring data types, this stage allows us to assign the
value to the related parameter with a specific format: parameter name – value in
data part (.dat) of math model in CPLEX.

4. Constraint and objective indication. The value of “name” attribute in constraint and
OF object in GORM, draws a link to the respective equation in the CPLEX model.
This mapping enables the computation module to process the algorithm and find
the optimum value of the indicated decision variables.

5. The last part is a configuration for providing the decision-making support to the
user, by properly returning the results from the optimizer, ideally in the BCM.
These values announce the best routing result for TSP regarding the conceptual
modelling. We emphasize the flexibility that comes with the modification of the
TSP’s dimension, such as the increase of the number of cities to be visited on the
modelling component of BCM.

6 Conclusions and perspectives 

This research work addresses a framework to solve the classic combinatorial optimi-
zation problem of TSP based on MDE. We emphasized the M to M transformation 
between BCM and GORM by adopting the MTL AdoScript as a component of the 
ADOxx platform for supporting this transformation, as well as the visualization of the 
two models.  Furthermore, we specified the knowledge to be handled during the main 
steps for processing the wanted transformation: 2 meta-models and the explicit map-
ping rules between meta-models at an upper level. During the framework design and 
experimentation, we decided the final target model to be an IBM CPLEX solution-
oriented one, which facilitates the generation of a TSP solution for a given set of data. 

We are not sure at this time we have reached the best transformation model level, 
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